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1 Review

Q12 ClassifyingCancersBasedonT-cell Infiltrationand
3 PD-L1Q2

4 Michele W.L. Teng1,2, Shin Foong Ngiow3, Antoni Ribas4,5, and Mark J. Smyth2,3

5 Abstract

6 Cancer immunotherapy may become a major treatment back-
7 bone in many cancers over the next decade. There are numerous
8 immune cell types found in cancers and many components of an
9 immune reaction to cancer. Thus, the tumorhasmany strategies to
10 evade an immune response. It has been proposed that four
11 different types of tumor microenvironment exist based on the

13presence or absence of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and pro-
14grammed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression. We review this
15stratification and the latest in a series of results that shed light
16on new approaches for rationally designing ideal combination
17cancer therapies based on tumor immunology. Cancer Res; 75(11);
181–7. �2015 AACR.

19

20 Introduction
21 After years of controversy, it is now recognized that the
22 immune system can play a role in the control of tumor growth
23 and progression (1), a process known as cancer immunoediting
24 (2). The host immune system can also contribute to the efficacy
25 of some cancer therapies where the tumor death induced may
26 be "immunogenic" (3). Although the principles of cancer
27 immunoediting have largely been defined in mice with immu-
28 nogenic tumors, it has now been demonstrated that an immune
29 reaction against cancer can also occur in humans (4). In
30 tumors, there are all types of immune cells that can have
31 various effects on tumor progression, and a spectrum of soluble
32 cytokines and chemokines that regulates the entry of different
33 types of infiltrating immune cells. These cells can be located in
34 the tumor centre (CT), in the invasive margin (IM), or in the
35 adjacent tertiary lymphoid structures (TLS). Notably, immune
36 infiltrates are highly heterogeneous, not only between tumor
37 types, but also within one patient or between different patients
38 with the same cancer types.
39 A majority of studies using human samples have reported a
40 TH1-type signature to be associated with good clinical outcome
41 in many different tumor types, including colorectal cancer,
42 melanoma, head and neck, breast, bladder, urothelial, ovarian,
43 renal, prostate, and lung cancers (4, 5). In general, high den-
44 sities of myeloid cells, that is, macrophages and myeloid-
45 derived suppressor cells (MDSC), correlate with poor prognosis

47(6). When it has been characterized, it appears that the nega-
48tively impacting macrophages are of the M2 phenotype (7). In
49any case, the correlation between macrophage density and
50patient survival is less significant than that of T cells, particu-
51larly CD8þ T cells (8).
52Furthermore, the field of cancer immunotherapy has experi-
53enced a resurgence in recent years, due in part to the remarkable
54clinical efficacy observed with immune checkpoint inhibitors
55against a number of cancer types such as melanoma, renal cell
56carcinoma, bladder cancer, non–small cell lung carcinoma
57(NSCLC), and Hodgkin disease (9–13). Immune checkpoint
58receptors on immune cells, when engaged by their ligands,
59transmit an inhibitory signal, maintain self-tolerance, and reg-
60ulate the duration and amplitude of immune responses in
61peripheral tissues to minimize tissue pathology (14). We now
62appreciate that cancer can use these pathways to suppress tumor
63immunity. In the clinic, three immune checkpoint inhibitor
64antibodies have been approved by the U.S. FDA for the treat-
65ment of advanced melanoma, the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–asso-
66ciated protein 4 (CTLA-4) blocking antibody ipilimumab, and
67two antibodies blocking programmed death 1 (PD-1), pembro-
68lizumab and nivolumab. Anti–CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1 are
69thought to mediate their antitumor activity by blocking
70CTLA-4 or PD-1 on effector immune cells (such as CD8þ T
71cells) from interacting with their ligands CD80/CD86 or PD-L1/
72PD-L2 (program death ligand 1/2), respectively (9, 10). This
73release of suppression on effector cells thus allows their full
74antitumor function to be exerted. Central to the efficacy of
75immune checkpoint blockade is the requirement for immune
76cells to infiltrate into tumors.
77In this perspective, we discuss the current effort to predict
78patients who will respond to checkpoint blockade, particu-
79larly anti–PD-1 or anti–PD-L1, according to a framework
80previously proposed to stratify the tumor microenvironment
81into different types based on the presence or absence of
82tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) and PD-L1 expression
83(15, 16). The strengths and weaknesses of this stratification
84are raised. We conclude by discussing which immunothera-
85peutic strategies are best suited to treat different tumors based
86on this proposed stratification and how the framework may be
87refined.
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90 Success of Immune Checkpoint Blockade
91 Defines Adaptive Immune Resistance
92 Excitement about immune checkpoint inhibitor therapies
93 such as anti–CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1/PD-L1, has resulted from
94 the unprecedented number of durable clinical responses (mea-
95 sured in years) obtained in patients with a variety of advanced
96 cancer types (10, 17–20). This new survival profile now raises
97 questions about how to increase the number of patients who
98 receive long-term clinical benefit from immune checkpoint
99 inhibitor therapy, and how to predict the patients that will
100 respond. An earlier study in biopsies of patients with melano-
101 ma demonstrated that TILs were strongly associated with local
102 PD-L1 expression on the tumor (primary or metastases; ref. 15).
103 PD-L1 is generally not detectable in normal tissues but inflam-
104 matory cytokines, particularly IFNg , can upregulate its expres-
105 sion in various cell types, including tumors. This indicates that
106 tumors upregulate PD-L1 in response to IFNg released by TILs
107 as an adaptive immune-resistance mechanism (14) to suppress
108 local effector T-cell function, implying that immunosurveil-
109 lance exists even in advanced cancers. PD-L1 can also be
110 expressed constitutively on cancer cells through poorly char-
111 acterized oncogenic signaling pathways (21, 22). Indeed, PD-
112 L1 expression has been observed in various solid human
113 malignancies, including melanoma, breast, lung, kidney cancer
114 as well as Hodgkin disease, and is a major factor in evaluating
115 responses to anti–PD-1/PD-L1 therapies (11, 23, 24). Given the
116 responses observed with anti–PD-1/L1 and its better safety
117 profile compared with ipilimumab, the identification and char-
118 acterization of factors in the tumor microenvironment that
119 predict which patients will respond to anti–PD-1/L1 are top
120 priorities in cancer medicine (25).

121 Classification of TumorMicroenvironments
122 Based on TIL and PD-L1 Expression
123 Strengths
124 Classification of tumors into four groups on the basis of their
125 PD-L1 status and presence or absence of TILs has already been
126 proposed (Fig. 1; adapted from ref. 15). These include type I (PD-
127 L1 positive with TILs driving adaptive immune resistance), type II
128 (PD-L1 negative with no TIL indicating immune ignorance), type
129 III (PD-L1 positive with no TIL indicating intrinsic induction),
130 and type IV (PD-L1 negative with TIL indicating the role of other
131 suppressor(s) in promoting immune tolerance). The proportions
132 of various human tumors that fit into each of these types, as
133 defined by TILs/PD-L1 status, likely depend on the genetic aberra-
134 tions and oncogene drivers of the cancer as well as the tissue they
135 arise in. In humanmelanoma—where the data aremostmature, a
136 high proportion of type I (�38%) and type II (�41%) tumors is
137 observed, with the former having considerably the best prognosis.
138 Good analogous frequencies of tumor type generated by the same
139 methodologies are not yet available for most other cancers. Yet at
140 this stage, it is fair to assume that type I cancermicroenvironments
141 are not as prevalent as observed in melanoma. Indeed, in some
142 cancers like NSCLC, oncogenes may bemore important drivers of
143 tumor PD-L1 expression and thus the frequency of type III tumors
144 may be higher than observed in melanoma. Other cancers like
145 pancreatic cancer have a lower level of PD-L1 expressed on tumor
146 and intratumor immune cells as measured by IHC (11). In one
147 recent IHC study of NSCLC, PD-1 positivity was significantly

149associated with current smoking status and with the presence of
150KRAS mutations, whereas PD-L1 was significantly associated to
151adenocarcinoma histology and with presence of EGFRmutations
152(26). Increased levels of CD3 and CD8þ TILs were associated with
153better outcome in a large series of NSCLC, but only CD8 was
154independent from other prognostic variables (27).
155Favorably, this simple initial stratification of human tumors
156into four types based on their immune reactions sets a framework
157to identify which pathways should be targeted to elicit the best
158response for each tumor type. We will briefly describe how
159different types of immunotherapeutic approaches can be applied
160to this classification below. Even within each tumor type, we
161envisage that further stratification correlating with outcome can
162be made as the patient cohort treated with anti–PD-1/PD-L1
163increases and the data become mature for different cancer types.
164For example, further stratification might be based on whether the
165tumor is primary or metastatic and substratified based on spatial
166distribution of immune infiltration (immune contexture) as
167demonstrated in Erdag and colleagues (28).

168Caveats
169From the outset it is clear that this simplistic and pragmatic
170definition of tumor environments merely forms a framework to
171begin discussions of how best to tailor combination therapies to
172the tumor microenvironment. TIL density, location, and tumor
173PD-L1 status will not necessarily define whether tumor-specific T
174cells and M1 macrophage effectors can be reactivated by thera-
175peutic intervention; instead, tumor origin, genetics, histopathol-
176ogy, and other factors will all probably contribute. Although PD-
177L1 appears to enrich for response to anti–PD-1/L1 therapy, it has
178been documented that patients with PD-L1–negative tumors can
179also respond to treatment, raising concerns that excluding the
180"marker negative" patient population from treatment might
181exclude potential responders (29, 30). As discussed by Taube
182and colleagues (23), this may be due to the differences in staining
183for PD-L1 and definition of positivity (tumor cells only or expres-
184sion on other cells in the various studies). In addition, given the
185focal nature of PD-L1 expression withinmany tumors and emerg-
186ing information about intratumoral genetic heterogeneity (31), if
187very small needle biopsies or dispersed single-cell cytology speci-
188mens are evaluated, a false-negative evaluation could potentially
189result (23). From a recent study, it is clear that consideration also
190has to be given to the PD-L1 expression on various leukocytes in
191tumors such asmyeloid cells and even the T cells themselves (11).
192Expression of PD-L1 is clearly dynamic where adaptive immune
193resistance is concerned and thus a static picture of one or few
194biopsies may not accurately reflect the potential complexity or
195predict outcome. Immune expression of PD-L1 may also be
196therapeutically relevant and must be seriously considered in the
197stratification of tumor types. Finally, it is likely that PD-L1
198expression must be put within the context of additional variables
199such as thepreexistence of PD-1–positiveCD8þT cellswith tumor
200antigen specificity at the invasive tumor margin (25, 32).

201Requirements for TIL infiltration – neoantigens and tumor
202vasculature
203The availability of germline DNA sequences has allowed explo-
204ration of the relationship between host genetics and the devel-
205opment of a favorable immune phenotype. Many somatic tumor
206mutations may create neoantigens with the potential to be
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209 recognized by the immune systemand these can also be identified
210 by high-throughput genetics (33, 34). Evidence also supports
211 the correlation between genomic instability, density of T cell
212 infiltration, and favorable prognosis in patients with colorectal
213 cancer (35, 36). Interestingly, a number of studies have
214 reported that the hierarchy of PD-L1 expression prevalence
215 correlated with the prevalence of DNA mutations among var-
216 ious cancer types which melanoma, squamous cell carcinoma
217 of the lung, and adenocarcinoma of the lung heading the list of
218 cancers bearing the highest mutation rate and complexity (37).
219 This suggests that the degree of mutagenesis may directly or
220 indirectly correlate with the degree of immunogenicity of any
221 given tumor (37). Intriguingly, in recent phase Ia clinical trials,
222 responses to anti–PD-L1 (MPDL3280A) were more frequent in

224patients with smoking-induced NSCLC than in those who did
225not smoke (38). More recently, Brown and colleagues per-
226formed RNA-seq analysis on six different tumor types (colo-
227rectal, ovary, breast, brain, kidney, and lung) obtained from
228515 patients to identify mutations that were predicted to be
229immunogenic (39). Their studies demonstrated that mutated
230epitopes were associated with increased patient survival. More-
231over, these corresponding tumors had higher CTL content, and
232elevated expression of the CTL exhaustion markers PDCD1 and
233CTLA4. In contrast, mutated epitopes were very scarce in
234tumors without evidence of CTL infiltration (39). However,
235the correlation between predicted tumor neoantigen levels and
236TIL infiltration in tumors is sometimes negligible and other
237factors are more critical in regulating TIL infiltration.

© 2015 American Association for Cancer Research
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Figure 1.
Types of tumor microenvironment to tailoring cancer immunotherapeutic modules. Cancers have been categorized into four different tumor microenvironments
based on the presence of TILs and PD-L1 expression (15, 16). They are type I (adaptive immune resistance), type II (immunologic ignorance), type III
(intrinsic induction), and type IV (tolerance). This proposed framework of stratifying tumors is simplistic but allows a platform to discuss the immunotherapeutic
strategies best suited to targeting the four different tumor microenvironments. APC, antigen-presenting cell; M2, M2 macrophageTH1, T helper 1Q5 .
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240 Tumors disrupt antigen presentation and T/NK cell activation
241 and homing, through soluble and cell-surface mediators, the
242 vasculature, low levels of innate immune activation and appro-
243 priate chemokines, and immunosuppressive cells such as MDSCs
244 and regulatory T cells (40, 41). Despite the presence of neoanti-
245 gens, theremay be a lack of appropriate innate immune activation
246 or chemokines required to promote T-cell infiltration (40). In
247 many instances, effector T cells do not gain entry into the tumor
248 bed because they are physically blocked by dense stroma or the
249 tumor vasculature. Endothelial cells lining the vessels can sup-
250 press T-cell activity, target them for destruction, and block them
251 from gaining entry into the tumor in the first place through the
252 deregulation of adhesion molecules (42). T-cell extravasation is
253 dependent upon endothelial cell expression of vasculature cell
254 adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and intracellular cell adhesion
255 molecule-1 (ICAM-1). Tumor-derived growth factors such
256 as VEGF and endothelin-1 (ET-1) signal through VEGFR and
257 ETBR, respectively, to block the expression of adhesion molecules
258 and inhibit T-cell infiltration into the tumor mass. The endothe-
259 lium regulated by tumor-derivedVEGF can inhibit T-cell activation
260 by upregulating inhibitory molecules, such as PD-L1, IL6, IL10,
261 and IDO. Tumor endothelial cells can also express FasL that
262 selectively leads to apoptosis of Fas-expressing effector T cells (43).

263 Tailoring Cancer Immunotherapy Based on
264 Type of Tumor Microenvironment
265 Type I cancers (PD-L1þTILsþ)
266 In advanced melanoma, approximately 38% of patients pres-
267 ent with a type I tumor microenvironment and are thought to be
268 the group that are largely responding to checkpoint blockade
269 (15, 23). Type I tumors aremost likely to benefit from single-agent
270 anti–PD-1/L1 blockade, as these tumors have evidence of pre-
271 existing intratumor T cells that are turned off by PD-L1 engage-
272 ment. Therefore, being able to correctly define this subset may
273 allow the benefit of anti–PD-1/L1 therapy avoiding the additional
274 potential toxicities and costs from using combined immunother-
275 apy approaches.
276 However, the presence of TIL is not a dichotomous variable,
277 and both density and location of TIL and their interaction with
278 PD-L1 positive tumor microenvironment will need to be consid-
279 ered (32).WhenT cells are present in sufficient numbers inside the
280 tumor, and these T cells are inducing an adaptive expression of
281 PD-L1, then patients may be most likely to respond to PD-1/L1
282 blockade. Therefore, there is a need for a quantitative assessment
283 of TIL and PD-L1 presence in biopsies to derive the desired
284 predictive information. This quantitation may need to be quite
285 sophisticated because the precise level of PD-1 on T cells may
286 correlate strongly with the state of differentiation and level of
287 dysfunction of T cells in other biologic models like chronic virus
288 infection (44). Initial responses to single-agent PD-1/L1 blocking
289 antibodies will need to be evaluated long term, as it remains
290 unclear what proportion of patients with type I melanoma will
291 survive long term following therapy, and indeed whether patients
292 with type I cancers of other histologies will perform as favorably
293 with single-agent therapy.
294 Anti–PD-1 may also be either substituted or combined with
295 various anti–PD-L1 mAbs (MPDL3280A, BMS 936559,
296 MSB0010718C), which are currently being evaluated in clinical
297 trials (11, 12, 45). An anti–PD-1 antibody should prevent PD-1
298 from interacting with both PD-L1 and PD-L2, but not the known

300interaction between PD-L1 and the costimulatorymolecule CD80
301(B7-1). In contrast, most anti–PD-L1 antibodies would block
302interactions with both CD80 and PD-1, but not PD-L2:PD-1,
303which would still allow the function of PD-L2 to be preserved
304while relieving PD-1 mediated suppression (46). Furthermore,
305some tumors have been reported to express PD-L2 (47). Thus, it is
306possible that, depending upon which interactions dominate in a
307particular cancer, PD-1 and PD-L1 antibodies might not have
308redundant activity, suggesting that their use in combination may
309be a potential avenue to increase antitumor efficacy. Notably, PD-
3101 blockade will also inhibit interactions of T cells with PD-L2
311expressed on antigen-presenting cells, especially in the lung,
312which could increase the chances for toxicity, as shown in patients
313treated with nivolumab who show increased risk of pneumonitis
314(10). In contrast, the preservation of the PD-L2 and PD-1 pathway
315would maintain immune tolerance in the lymphoid organs and
316may explain the relatively infrequent immune-related adverse
317events in patients treated with anti–PD-L1 (37, 48). The diversity
318of interactions amongst these three ligands (which belong to the
319so-called B7 family) with PD-1 and other receptors underscores
320the complexity of the cross-talk between T cells, surrounding
321immune cells and tumor. In addition to T cells, PD-1 is also
322expressed on other immune cell types such as B cells, NK cells,
323dendritic cells, and activatedmonocytes, although it is not known
324how PD-1 blockade impacts on the antitumor function of these
325cell types.
326Other targets have been associated with inhibition of lympho-
327cyte activity. PD-1, LAG-3 (lymphocyte-activation gene 3), TIGIT
328(T-cell immunoreceptor with Ig and ITIM domains), and TIM-3
329(T-cell immunoglobulin domain and mucin domain 3) are
330commonly coexpressed on activated and potentially exhausted
331T cells in the tumor microenvironment, their targeting using
332specific antibodies—either alone, together, or in combination
333with other immunotherapies—has been already shown to
334enhance antitumor immunity in mouse models of cancer (49–
33552). Although human blocking antibodies that are specific for a
336number of these inhibitory receptors are under development, very
337few have yet entered the clinic. These make good candidates for
338testing in type I tumors and perhaps other types of cancers where
339TILs are present, but anti–PD1/PD-L1 are ineffective (e.g., type
340IV). Not only inhibiting checkpoints, but also agonizing T and
341antigen-presenting cell function via costimulatory molecules and
342Toll-like receptors has great merit in these cancers where TILs are
343present and potentially functional.

344Type II cancers (PD-L1�TIL�)
345A large fraction of melanoma patients (�41%) present with a
346type II tumor microenvironment and are predicted to have very
347poor prognosis basedon their lackof detectable immune reaction.
348In this group of patients, single-agent checkpoint blockade would
349most likely not to be successful given the lack of preexisting T-cell
350infiltrates. Combination therapy that is designed to bring T cells
351into tumors and then avoid them being turned off, such as the
352combination of anti–CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1, would be consid-
353ered in this scenario. CTLA-4 blockade induces frequent T-cell
354responses beyond its rate of clinical responses (53). A recent trial
355combining the checkpoint inhibitors ipilimumab and nivolumab
356reported 45% to 50% response rates characterized by rapid and
357deep tumor regression in a substantial proportion of advanced
358melanoma patients (54). Importantly, the 2-year overall survival
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361 rate was approximately 70%. This trial demonstrates that com-
362 bination approaches are theway forward for increasing antitumor
363 efficacy in the clinic although this has to be balanced by the
364 potential increase risk in toxicity (45). As this combination was
365 shown to be active both in patients with PD-L1–positive and
366 negative tumors, it is logical to think that it could reverse the
367 immune ignorance of type II tumors.
368 Another approach to attract T-cell infiltrates into tumors would
369 be to induce a type I IFN response. Recently, Bald and colleagues
370 utilized a mouse model of melanoma that had a type II tumor
371 microenvironment and demonstrated that peritumoral injections
372 of immunostimulatory RNA (poly:IC) initiated a cytotoxic
373 inflammatory response (55). They further showed that this infil-
374 tration resulted in upregulation of PD-L1 gene expression and
375 importantly showed that anti–PD-1 therapy could synergize with
376 poly:IC to induce regression of established tumors and improved
377 survival compared with single-agent treatment alone. Other
378 approaches to attract tumor-specific T cells into these tumors by
379 vaccination or adoptive transfer (e.g., chimeric antibody receptor
380 (CAR)-specific T cells (56), if there are known tumor-associated
381 antigenspresent to target)maybeuseful approaches in this typeof
382 tumor. Certain chemotherapies, small-molecule targeted thera-
383 pies, and radiotherapy that all debulk tumors, but at the same
384 time promote "immunogenic" cell death (3), may also be prom-
385 ising strategies for type II tumors.

386 Type III cancers (PD-L1þ TIL�)
387 Only 1% of melanoma patients display a type III tumor
388 microenvironment, although this group may be higher in other
389 cancers such as NSCLC. This may happen when PD-L1 is
390 expressed constitutively on cancer cells through oncogenic sig-
391 naling. This group highlights that PD-L1 positivity alone cannot
392 be taken as a predictive factor for response to anti–PD-1 or anti–
393 PD-L1 therapies, as without TIL in the tumor, it is unlikely that
394 blocking PD-1or PD-L1will lead to a T-cell response to cancer. For
395 this group of patients, a similar approach for type II patients (as
396 discussed above) might be used to try to recruit lymphocytes into
397 tumors. Radiotherapy to induce immunogenic cell death to
398 liberate neoantigens has been used to induce T-cell responses in
399 combination with anti–PD-1 (57).

400 Type IV cancers (PD-L1� TILþ)
401 For the approximately 20% of melanoma patients with a type
402 IV (immune tolerance) tumor microenvironment, other suppres-
403 sive pathways might be dominant given that many tumors are
404 heterogeneous with respect to the proportion of lymphoid and
405 myeloid cells. A substantial number of M2 polarized macro-
406 phages that can be switched to M1 phenotype may control or
407 reduce tumor growth. Certainly, type IV tumors containing TIL,
408 but no obvious adaptive resistance, may also be amenable to
409 targeting of other non–PD-1/PD-L1 checkpoint receptors, other
410 immunosuppressive pathways such as metabolites (e.g., adeno-
411 sine, IDO), and non–T-cell effector strategies. These types of
412 therapeutic approaches are mostly still in their infancy, but many
413 will probably enter the clinic in the near future.

414 Conclusion
415 Despite advances in the description of immune gene signa-
416 tures in tumors, no pretreatment biomarker has been validated
417 to date to be included in part of the standard-of-care decision

419making (although a number of biomarkers have been suggested
420for anti–CTLA-4 mAb treatment in melanoma patients; ref. 58).
421The stratification proposed forms a starting framework to
422consider various combination cancer therapy approaches. The
423tumor stratification based on the presence of T cells and PD-L1
424will likely be more complex than the initial morphologic
425studies performed in melanoma using IHC analyses (15,
42616, 32), and will likely require quantitative and special deter-
427mination to be used as highly predictive tools to define optimal
428therapy for patients with advanced cancers. With the ability to
429perform multiparameter analyses by immunofluorescence or
430histocytology (59, 60), it is likely that in the near future, the
431single or double staining by IHC will be substituted by tech-
432niques that allow further T cell, myeloid-macrophage, stromal
433cell and cancer cell characterization and still maintain the
434morphology information of the structure of the tumor micro-
435environment. Imaging technologies should play a central role
436in noninvasively determining tumor-infiltrating leukocytes and
437the temporal expression of immunosuppressive pathways,
438including PD-L1/PD-1. Furthermore, it is likely that other
439variables will need to be incorporated, including tumor geno-
440mic studies of mutational load, studies of TCR usage and
441clonality in tumors, and transcriptome studies detecting IFN-
442inflammatory signatures in tumors. Preclinical mouse models
443generally support the importance of TIL infiltrates and an active
444PD-1/PD-L1 axis for response to immune checkpoint blockade,
445but it is clear that every tumor transplant and model are distinct
446and even some cancers that contain T cells expressing PD-1 may
447be resistant to anti–PD-1 therapy. It is early in our understand-
448ing of the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway in tumors and both preclinical
449models and more interrogation of patient tumors pre- and
450posttherapy will greatly accelerate our understanding.
451New checkpoint blockade pathways that complement PD-1/
452PD-L1 interactions hold great promise to improve responses in
453type I tumors displaying adaptive resistance. Expression of
454tumor PD-L1 (and other ligands), TIL infiltration, and certain
455genetic signatures of tumor cells will help stratify patients and
456inform about the best combination strategy to utilize for
457treatment of each tumor type. The very large fraction of tumors
458with an immune ignorant phenotype (type II) has very poor
459prognosis regardless of any treatment intervention, but being
460able to define this at baseline would help in deciding to treat
461with combination immunotherapies that may reverse this
462situation in certain cases (54). The fraction of immune ignorant
463tumors may be very high in some nonmelanoma cancer types
464and they will require a completely new strategy of treatment.
465One could assume that these tumors have strong simple genetic
466drivers creating no or few neoantigens or that any tumor
467antigens that were originally present have since been immu-
468noedited. To apply immunotherapy to patients bearing such
469tumors, effective vaccination of some type is required or
470neoantigens may have to be introduced into the tumor initi-
471ating population, or immune infiltrates engineered. Alterna-
472tively, T cells are actively excluded from some of these tumors
473and manipulation of the vasculature or chemokine axes may
474allow T cells to infiltrate lesions they could otherwise recognize.
475Although personalized medicine has the potential to bring the
476best outcome for any individual cancer patient, to ensure
477economical development of combination therapies that
478increasingly incorporate immunology, it is crucial that a simple
479rational stratification is initially used.
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